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ABSTRAer

   Momentum spectra of photoproduced positive pions, negative pions, and recoil
protons from hydrogen have been ineasured by a magnetic spectrometer at a ]aboratory
angle of about 400. A tagged photon beam in the energy range from 710 MeV to 950
MeV was used as the incident beam. The charged particles assoclated witk the spec-
troraeter particle detected by the magnetic spectrometer were also detected in coincidence

by scintillation counter hodoscopes.
   The cross sections of the precesses rp--e,rrrrN and rp--,rrd have been deduced from
these measurements. Botk cross sections of rp--,r,-'d+" and rp--rc+dO are well repero-
duced by the GIOPE model with s-channel resonances.
   The behavior of the cross sections of rp--->rrer,Op suggests a large contribution of s-
channel resonances in the second resonance region.
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I. Intreduetien

   Although there exist large amount of contributions from double pion photo-
production to the total photoproduction cross section from protons in the resonance
region, experlmental data of double pion photoproduction are very scarce in contrast
with those of single pion photoproduction.i)

   Among tke following three reactions,

         7p->z-n"p, (I-1)
         7p--,n"nOn, (I-2)
         7p-->zeaOp, (I-3)
only the first process has been extensively studied experimentally2N8) and theoreti-
cally, and the results indicate that the reactioR 2s dominated by the quasi-two body

reactlon

         7p-->n-AÅÄ+
               [- n+p,

with a small coRtributiolt of the reaction

         7P--eFx+AO
               i-gb n-P,

in the photon energy range below the threshold of rho meson production.
   The total cross section of reaction (I-2) below 700 MeV have been measured by
Costa et al.9) by detecting neutrons. Their results indicate that the size of cross
section of reaction (I-2) is about the same as the oRe of reaction (I-1). SiRce they
measured neutron alone in process (I-2), their analysis on the coRtribution of the
quasi-two body reactioms depends on the theoretical model.

   Concerning reaction (I-3), the situation is worse than that of reaction (I-2).
Although several experiments on reaction (I-3) have been performediO,ii) the size
and behavior of the cross sectioRs have not been established well, and we have very
poor knowledges on the reaction mechanism of the reactioR from the existing data.
   Here we restrict ourselves to the quasi-two body reactions,
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           7p-n-A"", (I-4)
           7p-ÅÄn"riO, (I-5)
           7p-ÅÄnOzi'. (I-6)
 The total cross section, the differential cross section, and the decay density matrix

 element of reaction (I-4) have been measured. The total cross section which rises
 rapidly from the threshold, has a maximum of about 70 mb at around 650 MeV, and
 then falls slowly as the photon energy increases. The differential cross section shows
 a forward peak which may suggest the piofi exchange contribution to this process.

    Only a few measurements on the total cross section and the differential cress
section ofreaction (I-5) have been perfornaed. The Bubble Chamber experiments2'"4)
showed very small total cross sections. On the other hand, the counter experiment8)
showed fairly large differential cross sections.

    No measurement on reaction (F6) has been done.
    Three kinds of theoretical analyses on these quasi-two body reactioRs in the
resonance region have been perforined until now. The OPE (oRe pion exchange)
model for charged pion processes proposed by Drelli2) was extended to the GIOPE
(gauge invariant OPE) model by Sticltel and Scholz.i3) The GIePE model which
included an absorptive correction for the nNA vertex to take account of the off-mass
shell effect of the exchanged pion, was compared with the experimental data of 7p

-x- A"" by ABBHHM group.3) The results showed a qualitative agreement be-
tween the model and the experiment. The second analysis is the isobar model.
CEA group proposed this model which contained the isobars Pii(142e), Di3(1512),
Fis(1688), and F37(1924) to explain their 7p-n-A"" data, and found a rough agree-
ment of the model with their data.2) The third one is the GIOPE model with the
above isobars, or the combination of the former two models. LUke et al.,i4)
Ciocchetti et al.,i5) LUke,i6) Zayats,i7) and Sasakii8) analyzed the reaction 7p

-n- A"" using this model. The last three authors analyzed also the reaction
7p.z"AO by this model. All of these analyses reproduced the experimental data
qualitatively, But the amounts of the absorptive correction and that of the isobar
contribution were not well determined from the experimental data.
    In order to clarify the reaction mechanism of double pion photoproduction
reactions (I-1), (I-2), and (I-3), and of quasi-two body reactions (I-4), (I-5), and
(I-6) in the second resonance region, it is Reeded to supply tke precise experimental

data on these processes. We have performed an experiment to measure the accurate
spectra of photoproduced negative pions, poskive pions, and recoil protons from
hydrogen in the photon eRergy range from 710 MeV to 950 MeV.
    A general description of this experiment is given in Chapter II. The experimental
apparatus is described in Chapter III. The method for the determi"ation of the
physical quantities and the procedure for the reconstruction of each event are given
in Chapter IV. Chapter V describes the derivation of the cross section. The results
are given and discussed in Chapter VI.

IL ExperimeBt

II-1. General

   As it is very diMcult to determine the photon energy for studying double pion
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photoproduction reactions with a usual bremsstrahlung beam.' Tke present ex-
periment has been performed using a photoR tagging system of the 1.3 6eV electron
synchrotroR at the Institute for Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo. In this experi-

ment a photon energy range from 710 MeV to 950 MeV has been covered at one
setting of the energy of the iRcident electroR bearn. The photon energy range has
been chosen to study double pion pltotoproduction ln the second resonance region.
The intensity of the tagged photon beam is resÅíricted within afi order of 105 71sec due

to the countiRg speed of scintillation counters. So it is required to use detectors
which have large acceptances for getting a suMcient yield within a proper machine
time.

   Tbe tagged pkoton beam hit a licuid hydrogen target as shown in Fig. 1. The
momenta of negative and positive pions and protons were measured with a magnetic
spectrometer having an acceptance of about 20msr. The magnetic field strengths
of 2.5 kG aiid 5.0kG have been chosen for pions and protons, respectively. The
lowest measurable momenta by the specÅírometer are about 10e MeV/c and 300 MeVlc
for pions aRd protons, respectively. Although the spectrometer has an enough
acceptance in the higher moinentum region, the available highest momentum was
900 MeVlc for both of pions and protons. The spectrometer was set at a laboratory
angle of abogt 400.
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   To identify the pardcles
in the spectrometer was measured.
    In order to
associating with

 (*) Hereafter we
   and the combination of other particles in the fiRal state as the missing particle.

   in the case of the reaction rp-rrix2N rri
   partiele,

          Iii                                 iL SNss

                   TM i X.                                           ss
                  W5C4 TB!                 WSÅë5-7 , :                                  i

   Fig. 1. Arrangement of the experimental apparatus.

          , TOF (time-of-fiight) between two scintillation counters

 identify the reaction, charged particles in a missing particle(*)
 tlte spectrometer panicle(*) were detected by counter hodescopes

express the particles detected with the spectrometer as the spectrometer particle

                                              For example,
                   is tlie spectrometer partiele and (T2N) is the missing
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surrounding the liquid hydrogen target.
    The kinematical regions of tkis experiment for pions
in Fig. 2.

and protons are illustrated

Figs. 2.
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II-2. MeasureGSpectra

    The spectra of the following seven kinds of reactions have been measured:

           7p-,xwwX'", (II-1)
           7p-z"XO, (II-2)
           7p.a"X"-, (II-3)
           7p.rc+XOO, (II---4)
           7p--ÅÄpXO, (II-5)
           yp-pX"', (II-6)
           7p-pXOO, (II-7)
where wa use the abbreviations for the missing particles:
    X""; two positive particles are contained at least and the sum of charges of all
          particles is plus two,
    Xe ; the sum of all charges is zero,
    X+-; one positive particle and one negative particle are contained at least and
          the sum of charges is zero,
    xOO ; all particles are neutral.

X++, XO, X+-, afid XOO are any resona"t or nonresonant hadronic final states which
are not detected by the spectrometer. These final states are described by an invariant
mass M, which was experimentally determined by the missing mass technique. The
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sum of reactions (II-3) aRd (II-4) is equal to reaction (II-2) and the sum of reactions

(II-6) and (II-7) is equal to reaction (II-5). Possible combinations of particles in
the final state of these reactions are listed in Table i.

Table 1. List of the combinations of particles in the final states.

Combination of Particles
Final State

2-body 3-body 4-body

n- X++

z+Xe

rr+Å~+-

rr+Xee

PXe

pX+-
PXeo

No

rr+n

No
T+n
  opx

No
prrO

rr- (n"p)

x"(n-p)
T+(zOn)

ft" (z-p)

rr+(nen)

p(rr-rr")

P(zOzo)
p(n-z")

p(T07eo)

rr- (rrerr+p)

rr- (rt+rr+n)

X' (rr-TOP)
rr+(rt-rr+n)

z+(nOrten)

n" (x-xOp)
n"(n'rr+R)

rr+ (zOrrOn)

p(rr-rrOrr+)

p(rrorrorro)

p(rrNrrOrr+)

p(: orcerro)

IIL ExperimentalApparatus

III-1. TaggeGPhotenBeam

(l) Electronbeam
    An electron bearn was extracted from the 1.3 GeV electron synchrotron by using
the one-third resenance method, and was transported to the experimental area through

two bending magnets and a pair of quadrupole magRets. A 1 mm wide slit was set
before the first bending magnet to get a smaller beam size, and a 5 mm wide slit was

located before the second beAding magnet to get a narrow momentum spread. The
extracted electron beam had a momentum resolution of Å}O.30/, and had a spot size
of 10mmaip at the position of the photon radiator in the photoR tagging system.
The eRergy of the electron bearn was determined by the curreRt of the synclarotron
magnet, which was calibrated in advance by pair spectrometry within an error of 10/..
    In order to mofiitor the spatial distribution of the electron beam throughout the

experiment, a beam profile mogitor of multiwire proportional chamber-type was
located before a thick-walled ionization chember which served as an intensity monitor
of the electron beam. The intensity of the electron beam was kept at around le8 e!s.
The synchrotron was operated at low intensity to reduce the background associating
with the electron beam.

(2) Photon tagging sysiemt9)
    The energies of photons which were emitted by electrons hitting the photon
radiator were determined from the measurement of the energies of recoil electrons.
The recoil electrons in the brernsstrahlung process were analyzed in momentum by
the magnet and the tagglRg hodoscope.
    A thin platinum foil of 5 mm in width and 3e mm in height was placed at the
entrance of the tagging magnet as the photon radiator. The thickness of the radiator
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was chosen to optimize the following two conditions; (a) the thiRner radiator in the
radiation length is desirable to redt}ce angular spread of recoil electrons, (b) the
thicker oRe in the radiatlon leRgth is desirable to get a higker conversion rate. The
thickness of 5epam (1.8Å~10-2r.l.) was chosen. The conversion eMciency of elec-
trons into the tagged photons was calculated to be about 5Å~ IO-3 photonsfiRcident
electron.

    The magnet with a pole face of rectangular shape 770Å~210mm2 was used as
an analyzing magnet, and tlae gap was 50mm. Tlie field strength of 11.7kG was
used. Details of the magnet construction, its field measuremeRt, afid the calculation
of the trajectories were given elsewltere.20)

    A tagging hodoscope consisted of twenty five plastic scintillatjon counters were
placed along the focal line of the magnet. Six back counters were used iia coincidence

with the tagging counters to eliminate the background which did not originated in
the photon radiator. The width of the tagging counter varied from 31.8 mm for
I05 MeVlc to 18.7 mm for 345 MeVlc to get a uRiform rno!nentum acceptafice of
10 MeVlc. Each tagging counter made of a Pilot-B plastic scinitllator and viewed
by an RCA-4517 photomultiplier supplied an output p"lse of 3 ns in rise time and
6N7 ns in width with 2 ns clipping line.

(3) Taggedphotonbean2
    By setting the energy oÅí the extracted electron beam at 1050MeV, a tagged
photon beam in the energy range from 710 MeV to 950 MeV was used in this
experlment.
   A photon beam from the photoR tagging system had a spot size of l2 mmip at
the position of the liquid hydrogen target 350cm downstrearn from the radiator.
The angular spread of the beam was less than Å}O.5 mrad. In order to eliminate a
halo of the photon beam, a collimator made of lead and a sweepiRg magnet were
located before the hydrogen target.

   The performance of the photon tagging system was tested using a lead glass
Cherenkov counter of total absorption type. The tagged photons were detected by
the Cherenkov counter in coincidence with recoil electrons. The number of the
tagged photons was counted by the coincidence between the signal from the tagging
hodoscope Ti,..., T24, and that from the Cherenkov counter C, i.e., Ti • C,..., T24• C.

   At first we studied a relation between energy of the tagged photons and the
nurnbers of the tagging channel. Tlte peak channel of the pulse height spectrum of
the Cherenkov counter gated by typical tagging counter is plotted in Fig. 3. There
is a good linear relation.

   A part of electrons detected by the tagging hodoscope did not accompany any
photons. There were two sources of such electrons. One was the iow energy elec-
tron background in the incident electroR beam and the other was due to the second
order process in the radiator. The forrner background was measured iR the radiator-
out run. Fig. 4 shows radiator-out to radiator-in ratios of recoil electron for each
tagging counter. As the ratio increased to about 100/.iv200/. when the electron
beam was not in good condition, we monitored the ratio throughout the experiment.
Theiratio was kept intp a.bout 1N2e/. in tke present experiment. After the radiator-
out contribution was cOrrected, 7 tv IOO/, of recoil electrons did not accompany photons.

The ratios,

              Ti•C                   , (i= l, 24)          ni =:               Ti
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were showfi in Fig. 5. The differences of ni from 1.0 were considered to due to the
contribution from the latter source. By a rough estimation ef the second order
processes, the trident prodection was the leading one. Total cross sections of this
process was calculated to be 1.5 barn at 1050 MeV by the formula given by Block
et al.2i) Tkis value was comfortable to explain the above difference, however,
there might be also a small contribution from the multiple process in the radiator.

    The designed energy resolution of Å}5 MeV was worsened due to the following
effects ;

    (a) finite size and afigular divergefice of the incident electron beam,

    (b) multiple Coulomb scattering of incidenÅí and recoil electrofis in the radiator.

A Monte Carlo calculation was performed to estimate the contribution from these
effects, and the final energy resolution amounted to be about Å}7 MeV.

    During the experimentthe intensity of tbe tagged photon beam was kept to be
less than 2Å~ le5fs for negative polarity run and O.8Å~ le5/s foi- positive polarity run

to keep the accidental coincidence rate betweefi the tagging counters and the triggering
counters less than 250/,.
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III-2. LiquidHydrogenTarget22)

    Fig. 6 shows the construction of the liquid hydrogen target. Hydrogen gas was
Iiquefied in the coRdenser attached to the Cryodine helium refrigerator (Model 1023).
Liquid hydrogen transferred between the condenser and the target container through
a cryo-valve. The target container was made of Mylar film of 127 ptrn thick, and
had a cyliRdrical shape of 60 mrn iR diameter and 417 mm in length along the beam
line. The temperature of liquid hydrogen was controlled within O.20K by the vapor
           .pressure momtor.
    The changes in the numaber of target ltydrogen due to the contraction of the
container at 20.40K and the effect of the bubbles by boiling was less than Å}10/..
    In order to reduce the energy loss of charged particles in the target and to reduce

the conversion eMciency of photons as much as possible, we had designed a special
vacuum jacket having the Mylar windows of 178 ptm thick.

III-3. IvaagneticSpectrometer

    A magnetic spectrometer was used to determine four momentum of pions and
protons. The spectrometer consisted of three set of triggering counters (TF, TM,
and TB), a bending magBet, and seven planes of wire spark chambers (WSC 1 tv7).
A helium bag was used to reduce the multiple Coulomb scattering.
(1) Triggering counter
    Each of TF and TM consisted of two scintillation counters, and TB consisted of
five scintillation coanters. Dimensions of TF, TM, and TB are listed in Table 2.
A three fold coincidence TF • TM • TB was used to trigger wire spark chambers.

Table2. Specificationofcounters

Name        Size (mm3)
(vertical Å~ horizontal Å~ thickness)

Photomultiplior

Triggering Counters

g; T TFI
TF2
TMI
TM2
TBI
TB2
IrB3

TB4
TB5

 58 Å~ 132.5
 58 Å~ 160
280 Å~ 280
280 Å~ 280
440 Å~ 225
440 Å~ 225
44e Å~ 225
440 Å~ 225
440 Å~ 18e

/i RCA 8S75

 56 AVP

   :
   :
   :

Ckarged Particle godoscope

   Sl•-SIO
  DIND5
  Ul -- U5
Backing Counter

120 Å~ 70
120 Å~ 140
l20 Å~ 14e
120 Å~ 350

l g,   1 56 AVP

  :

(2) Magnet
   The magnet with pole face of rectangt}lar shape 860 Å~ 500 mm2 and with the gap

of 250 mm was used to analyze tlte momenta. The measurernent of the magnetic
field in the median plane of this magnet was carried out by using an NMR probe as
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a function of the exciting current. The field map was made at the central field strength

of 2.5 kG and 5 kG by a rotating coil fiuxmeter, which had been calibrated with the
NMR system. Field distributio!3s in the horizontal planes are shown in Fig. 7.
The effective lengtli of the magnetic field was determined to be 101.6 cm in the median

plane. Although the field distributions depended on the vertical positions as seen in
Fig. 7, the effective length was cofistant wlthin i O.30/,.
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(3) PVire spark chamber
    The spatial coordinates of a particle passing through the spectrometer were
measured by wire spark ckambers with the magnetostrictive read out. Three chambers
(WSC 1 rv 3) were placed in the upstream side of the magnet and the other four (WSC
4rv 7) ik the downstream side.

    Dimensions of each chamber were listed in Table 3. The details of the con-
struction and the performance were described in Appendix A.

Table 3. Specification of wire spark ckambers. 6; angle between the
y-wires and the direction perpendicular to x-wires.
L.; distance between the two fiducial wires in the x direction.

L,; distance between the two fiducial wires iR the y direction.

direction of

Name Effective Area (mme)
(horizontal Å~ vertical) 6 L. (mm) L, (mm) Distance from

 Target (cm)

650 Å~ 370

1040 Å~ 660

-loo
 loo
  Oe
  Oe
  Oo
 loo
wwlco

 950.8
 950.8
 949.6
 919.7
1479.3
1481.4
1480.6

580.3

580.4
600.3

584.8
909.8
900.0
899.8

 61.5
 74.6
 88D
255.0
275.9
287.0
297.9

Iil-4. ChargedPartieleHodoscope

    As shown in Fig. 8, in order to detect charged particle from the target in co-
incidence with the spectrometer particle, three set of scintiliation counter hodoscopes
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vvere placed surrounding tbe kydrogen target. The side hodoscope consisted of ten
scintillation counters (Sl,..., SIO), and each of the ttp aR(l dowfi hodoscopes consisted

of five scintillatiolt coLmteys (Ul,..., U5, and Di,..., D5). Two back couBters were
used in coincidence with each hodoscope to reduce backgro"nd counÅíings. Diinen-
sions of each counter are listed in Table 2.

    These hodescopes were placed at IO cm apart from the beam line. The resultant
angular acceptance in e as a functioR of the reaction point in the hydrogen target is

shown in Fig. 9, where e is an emission angle measured from the incident beam
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direction. The angular acceptance in di, an angle in a plane normal to the beam line,
was about 12eO.

IH-5. Electronics

    Block diagrams of electronics used in this experiment are shown in Figs. 10.
Coincidence signals between a tagging counter and the corresponding back counter,
i.e., Ti,..., T24, were added together to give a main signal from the tagging system,

TAG. The three fold coincideRce signal of TF, TM, and TB i.e. T indicated the
passage of a particle through the spectrometer. The signal of T or a two-fold coinci-
dence signal of T• TAG was used as a fBaster triggering signal.

    The master signal played the following roles;
    (1) to trigger a high voltage pulser for wire spark chambers,
    (2) to open the gate of the read out circuits for wire spark chambers,

    (3) to start a CAMAC time-to-digital convertor,
    (4) to strobe CAMAC strobed coincidence modules.
After the triggering, tlie next master signal was iRhibited about 300 ms for the data

acquisition time by CAMAC-computer system and the recovery time of the high
voltage power supply for wire spark chambers.

III-6. 0lt-LineOataTaking

    A data acquisition system is shown in Fig. 11. Data in the CAMAC modules
were transferred to TOSBAC-40C computer througla crate controllers of type A and
a CAMAC branch driver.

5VaSt eCr

st,t ,e p,ed

TDC

CAMAC

Fig. Il
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B,' ,?,".C,h To
2oaMc

MT TTY

Module

. On-line data acquisition system.

    The contents of the CAMAC data were as follows;
    (1) bit pattern of tagging counters, triggering counters, and charged particle
        counters (Strobed Coincidence),
    (2) time difference between TAG and T (TDC),
    (3) tirne of flight between TF aRd TB (TDC),
    (4) clock data correspondiRg to spark position of wire spark chambers (Interval
        Scaler).
Data for one event were stored in 254 bytes.
    The data are transferred to the computer event by event, and the stored data were
damped onto a magnetic tape every ten events. The spark posiÅíions of wire spark
chambers were monitored event by event oR the display unit of the computer. Histo-
grams of the accumulated number of events in various counters and the spectrum of
TDC were displayed also.
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              ,IV. KinematicalReeenstructionofEvent

    The following physicai quantities and information were calcRlated for each
event;
   (1) energy of the incident photon (k) which iitduced the reaction,
   (2) emission angles (e and ip) and a momentum (p) of the particle detected in
the magnetic spectrometer,
    (3) mass of the spectrometer particle,
   (4) missing mass (M) which was calculated from lc, p, altd e,
   (5) whether there was any charged particle associating with the spectrometer
       particle er not.

IV-1. PhotopEnergy
   The energy ef a recoil electron in the brerRsstrahlung process E.' is expressed by

a fofmula,

          E.'-105+le(n-1) (MeV), (IV-1)
where n is the name of the fired tagging counter (nmx1, 24). The energy of the inci-

dent electron beam E, is determined by the maximum magnetic field of the electron
synchrotron. Since tke energy transfer to target nuclei is negligibly small in the
bremsstrahlung process, the energy of the tagged photon is determined as,

          IC rm Ee-Ee'• (IV-2)
    In the case when only one name of the tagging couiiter was recorded, the energy
of the tagged photon was determined by formulae (IV-1) and (IV-2). More than
two names of the tagging counters were recorded in some cases. Such events came
from the following two sources;
    (1) geometrical overlapping between two neighbouring tagging counters,
   (2) accidental coincidence between two or more different tagging counters.
The events of case (1) were rneasured to be 4.10/. of total events. The pheton energy
was determined by taking the mean value of the energies corresponding to the two
neighbouring counters in this case. On the other liand, the accidental events, in the
case (2), were abondoned. The ratios of accidental events to the total ones depended
on the intensity of the tagged photon beam, and the ratios were measured to be 2.80/.
and 5.80/, for positive and negative polarity run of the spectrometer, respectively.

IV-2. ReconstructienofTrajeetory

    In order to determine the momenturri of the observed particle, the reconstruction
of the particle trajectory in the spectrometer was performed as follows.

(1) Coordinates ofa spa}Ak position
    As is shown schematically in Fig. 12, a combination of a horizontal clock count
(n.) and a vertical one (ii,) from the read out system of a wire spark chamber gives
a spark position. The clock count represents a distance between the fiducial wire
and a sparked wire. The count between two fiducial wires at both ends of the cham-
bers N is used as a calibration of the signal velocity in the magnetostrictive line.

    Using the known distances between the twe ficucial wires, L. and Ly, which were
measured before and after the experiment in the accuracy of less thaR 1mm, the
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           Fig. 12. Schematic view ofa wire spark chamber. Coordinates ofa
                 spark point are represented by x and y.

coordinates of a spark position, (x, y), are expressed as follows;

           ym ]lllg •Ly, x== ii}i. •L.+ytan5, (lv-3)

where 5 represents an angle between the direction of y-wires and the direction
perpendicular to x-wires, and was OO, IOO, and - 100.
    Since the three chambers before the magnet were set close to the target, the
raultiple firing events amounted to 5N150/. of total events. In this case, all combina-

tions of x and y in eacla chamber were stored as candidates of the true spark position
for further analysis.

    The aligi3ment of the whole chamber system was examiBed by a run without
magnetic field. By measuring the deviations of spark positions from a straight line,
it was found that ali chambers were aligned in the accuracy with Å}1.5 mm in x and
Å}O.6 mm ,ill y.

(2) Reeonstruclion oftraJ'eetory

    Because of the characteristics of the spark chamber, spark positions were not
recorded on some chambers, and some chambers recorded sparks due to the back-
greund particles or spurious discharge. Reconstruction of the particle trajectory for
eacli event was performed in the following way.

    (a) When all of tkree chambers in front of the magnet were fired, candidates
        of trajectories wei'e recoRstructed by a least squares fit. In the case where
        multisparks were recorded, trajectories were reconstructed for all combina-
        tions of the spark positions for each chamber. Geometrical tests taking
        accoufit of the sizes of the triggering counter (TF), the magnet entrance,
        and the target were, then, applied to the fitted candidates of trajectories.
        Among the candidates of trajectories passed this test, the trajectory which
        gave the minifnum standard deviation in the fitting was selected. When this
        deviation was greater than 2 mm, all combinations of the spark positions
        in any two chambers were examined to construct trajectory following the
        procedure of (c).
    (b) When four or three chambers were fired in the chambers downstream from
        the magnet, the trajectory was reconstructed in the same way as (a). A
        geometrical test which takes account of the sizes of the triggering counters

        (TM and TB) and the magnet exit were also made. The standard deviation
        of the accepted trajectory was less than 2 mm also.

    (c) When two chambers in one side of the magnet were fired and the trajectory
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        of other side was accepted as described in (a) and (b), the following technique

        was used. Any possible straight lines were drawn between all combinations
        of the two spark positions in each chamber, and were considered as candi-
        dates of trajectories. Tlie geometrical tests described in (a) and (b) were
        made on these candidates, Then a matching test on the cakdidates of
        trajectories which passed the geometrical tests were performed as follows.
        Two distances Rt and R2 were calculated from the obtaiRed two trajectories
        li and l. as seen in Fig. 13. If both of li and l. represent the real trajectory,

        Ri should be equal to R2. As a measure of the difference between Ri and
        R2, we calculated a parameter d defiRed as,

          dme2(RR,i+NRR,2). av-4)
        Among all combinations of ii and l., the one in which d was less than e.1
        was accepted.
   (d) When any two chambers of each sides of the magnet were fired, the geo-
       metrical tests and the raatching test were applied for all combinations of
       spark positions in each chamber.
By the above procedure 89e/. of total events were accepted as true events.
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    Fig. 14 shows tke horizontal distribution of tlae accepted trajectory at TB. A
sharp cut due to the ec!ge of a couRter, ancl dips corresponding to the gaps of fieigh-
bouring counters are clearly seen in the distribution at the rjght positions.

   The vertical distributions at the target are also showR in Figs. IS, which cor-
respond to the reactioit point distribution. Two peaks in the empty target data
correspond to the upstream and dowitstream eRds of the target container made of
Mylar film.
   Emission angles of the detected particles were also calculated from the trajectories.
The distributiolt in e aitd ip of negatively charged pioRs for a target full run are shown

in Figs. 16.

(3) Angularresolution

   Spatial resolutions of the chamber were estimated with the trajectories with three
chambers, and were Å}e.4 mm aRd Å}O.5 rrim for horizontal and vertical directions,
respectively. Typical distributions are shown in Figs. 17. From this spatial resolu-
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tion, the angular resolution of the spectrometer was estimated to be less than Å}O.20.
However, the multiple Coulomb scattering in the materials fnust take into account
for the resolution, especially for low momentum protons. A Monte Carlo calculation
described in Appendix B was perforrned to obtain the final angular resolution. The
results are shown in Figs. 18 fof pions and protons as a function of the momentum,
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IV-3. M[omentum
    Since the spectrorneter had angular acceptance of Å}50 in ip direction, we
determined the momentum by projecting the trajectories of both side of the rnagnet
on the horizontal plane. An effective edge approximation of the magnetic field was
employed as shown in Fig. 19. Ii and l. crossed the effective edges of the magRetic
field at A and B, respectively. The point O is tke intersection of the line at right
angle to ls at A and the line at right angle to l. at B. R(==OA==OB) is a radius of
curvature of the trajectory in the magnetic field. Since the injection angle ct, the
ejection angle 6, and the effective length of the magnetic field L are I<nown, the radius

R can be determined by the following formula;

A

vi
      Y--..rm-.m....-."..--------l lNN I tlNX l ill Nlt

8"-• A"'-

Fig. I9.

               NX               xlt    4 RNNx l/tR lo                 Nlt                 X8i;/ Magnetie Field
                   sO

A schematic drawing of the momentum reconstruction procedure.

                   L                         (cm). (IV-5)           R--               sin ct ÅÄsin 6

The momentum of the particle was calculated from R and the streRgth of the magnetic
field H (kG),

          p:O.3RH (MeVfc). (IV-6)
A trajectory with a negative defiection angle, ct+6<e, was not accepted. The effect
of the vertical component of the momentura was less than O.40/. and was corrected.
    Particles lost their momenta due to the ionization in the hydrogen target and the
other materials in the spectrometer, which are listed in Table 4. The iRomentum loss
was estimated by the forrnula given by Livingston and Bethe with a small correction
due to the density effect of atofns.23) As the momentum loss depends on the
momentum, the injection angle td the matter, and the mass of particle, the correction

was made event by event. The corrections for plons and protons are shown in

Table 4. List of materials in the spectrometer.

Eiement Material Size Thickness (glcm2)

Target
Appendix
Vacuum Jacket
TF
TM
II]B

WSC Wire

Air

He

Window

Liq. H2
Mylar
Mylar
Scinti.

Stainless

Steel

Mylar

6e mmÅë
 5 mil.
 7 rnil.

 2mm
 3mm
 6mm
leO ptmip in

 1 mm step

N200 cm
.v 1OO cm

O.33

O.O18
O.025
O.21

O.31

O.62
O.05

O.05
e.24
O.02

(eLab. v 4oe)

(for each)

(for each)
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Figs. 20 as a function of tlie momentum at a laboratory angle of 400.

   The momentum resolution zip!p was calculated from the following formula;

          Ap/p== (ARfR)2+(AHfH)2, (IV-7)
          ARIRww (AAL)2+(BAct)2+(Czi6)2, (IV-8)
witll

          A :1IL,

          B=-R cos ct/L, (IV-9)
          C == -R cos 61L•
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These formt}lae sbow that momentum resolution depends on the variation of the
magnetic field Aif!ll, the error on the effective length of the magnetic field AL, and
the error in the injectioR aRgle Act, and the error in the ejection angle zf13.

   The strength of the magRetic field had been mofiitored by reading the current of
the magnet during tke experiment, and AHfH were less than Å}O.50/. and Å}O.30/. for
H =2.5kG and H=5.0kG run, respectively. AL/L was estimated to be less than
Å}O.30/. as described in section III-3. Tbe resultant resolutions are shown in Figs. 21.

IV-4. IdentificationofParticle

   Since the present experiment has been performed at the energies lower than the
kaon threshold, particle which can pass through the spectrometer are electrons
(positrons), muons, pions, and protons.
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    'lrOF (t) between TF and TB was measured to discriininate pyotons from the other
particles. Tlte path length (l) between the two counters was calculated from the
trajectory. Tken the velocky of the observed particle was expressed as,

           cfi= {-, (IV-10)
where c is the light velocity. Two dimensional plots of p and 6 was useful for the
identfication of the particle as seen in Fig. 22. In these plots, the identification of

protons were made at the cut off velocities whicli correspond to the velocities of
particles having mass of 60e MeV. The time resolution of TOF was estimated to be
+ l.O nsec.
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      leo
Cut
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   l rr' Run

                           es  see fio 700 e.s iC"t te n 50 li
          se              ICVt       4 es i.en ICUt ti+
200      e.s 1,o n O.e O.5 1,O p
Fig. 22. Distributions of the calculated betas ebtained from the time of fiight of the spectrometer

       particles in a positive polarity rtm. Tke histogram show the distribution at some typical
       momenta with 40 MeVlc width.

Mg. 23. CorRparison of the P-distribution in positive and Regative polarity runs. The sQiidline
       represents the P-distribution in a positive polarlty run at the momeBtum of 380 MeVlc, and
       the closed circles represent the distribution in a negative polarity run at the same momentum.
       Total numbers of the lighter particles are normalized between the two distribution.

    The probability of misidentification of protons from the other particles was
negligibly small even in the higher momentum. As shown in Fig. 23, this fact was
demonstrated by compafing positive polarity run to negative polarity run. Akhough
the random events due to the accidental coincidence between the three triggering
counters were seen in the spectrum, accidestal eveRts were 30/. and O.70/. of the total

events for negative polarity run and posltive polarity run, respectively.

    The particles laaving the higher velocities than the cut off velocities were accepted

as the pions. Since muons are expected to come from the pion decay, the muons
could not be discriminated from pions. A description of the decay correction for
piogs will be given in Chapter V.
    The discrimination of electrons and positrogs from pions were also not made in
this experiment. The electrons and positroms background in the pioRs will be de-
scribed in section V-6.

IV-"5. MissingMass

    The missing mass associated with the spectrometer particle is calculated from the
measured quantities by the relation,
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          M2 == (k+m,-E)2 ww P2, (IVrm11)
with

          p2 ,., k2 +p2 -21cp cos e,

          E=:N/p2+m2,

where M, mp, aRd m represent the missing mass, proton mass, and the spectrometer
particle mass, respectively.

    The resolution of the missing mass is calculated by the foIIewing formulae,

           AMM -ww kV(A ApP )2+(BAo)2+(cAk)2, av-i2)

where

          Amep eaMp == thIkcese-(k+m,)If}l,

          Bww aoMe .,.-kpiirOse, av-i3)
          c.. OM ,. m, -E+p cos e ,
               ak                          M

It is worth noticing that tke resolution is inverse proportional te the missing mass
squared.
   The missing mass resolution were shown iR Figs. 24 for pions and protons.

                                     {V,S AMztMi        AMxiMx        {'l.) Pion      le                                      20

s IO

      e looo 12oo 14eo O 3oo 4oo seorMevi                 Mx {MeV) M;
              Ng. 24-a Fig. 24-b
      Figs. 24. Calculated resoltttions of the missing rnass for. (a) pions and (b) protons.

IV-6. IdentificatieneftheReactien

   It is necessary to detect any one of charged particle accompanied with the
spectrometer particle for reaction identification. The charged particle hodoscopes
were used for thls purpose.

   The separation between single altd double pion photoproduction could be easily
made by calculating missing mass associated with the spectrometer particles. For
double piofi production process, the type of reactions were identified by use of the
hodoscopes information.
   The detection eraciency by the charged particle hodoscopes were calculated for
double pion photoproduction process by a Monte Carlo fnethod, The eMciency
was relatively high and almost independent of the reaction mechanism as shown in
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Figs. 25, for example. This was dueto the large solid angle of the hodoscopes. The
eMciency was measured in the negative pion run, where exists only one final state
n-n+p, and the hodoscopes detected n" andlor p accompanied with the spectrometer
particle of nin. As shown in Fig. 26, the agreement between the measured eMciencies
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and the calculated ones are good. The distributions of events in the hodoscope are
also in good agreement with the Monte Carlo calculatiog as skown in Figs. 27.
   The accidental coincidence rates between tbe signal from liodoscopes (CH) and
the master signal were estiraated by TOF spectrum betweeii the two signals, and
were 30/. and 10/. of total events for the positive polarity run and Regative polarity
run, respectively. The TOF spectrum for the proton rufi is shown in Fig. 28.
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IV-•7. SelectionofEyent

   Tbe background coming frorn the IV{ylar wiRdows of the target eontainer were
seen in the distribution of the empty target run shown in Fig. 15. lrke eveRts fall
inside the cut off positioks in Fig. 15 were selected.

   Although the spectrometer accepted tbe particles with laboratory aRgles between
300 and 600, only the particles of emissioik angle smaller than 510 and larger than 370

were selected.

   After these selections were made, 11.2 k reconstructed events for protons, 14.9 k
for positive pions, and 7.4 k for negative pions were remained for further analyses.

IV-8. AecuracyeftheRecomstruction

   In the present experiment pioRs and protons frorr} single pion photoproduction
7p--"n+n at a center of mass angle e.*rv600 and 7p--->AOp at e.*tv900 were measured
simultaneously as stated in section IV-6. By selecting these events, an internal
consistency betweeR the reconstructed k, p, and e was exarnined. Since masses of
all particles are known, number of unknown variables in this experiment are two.
Anyone of the three variables lc, p, and e can be, therefore, calculated from the rest
of two variables. Figs, 29 show the distribution of the difference between the re-
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constructed momentura p and the calculated momentum from k and e for 7p---eFn+n
and 7penOp. The results are in good agreements each other, so that the reconstruc-
tion of the three variables were proved to be performed correctly.

V. BataReduetioll

V-1. Laboratery Cross Section Formula

    Double differential cross sections with respect to momentum in the laboratory
system are given by the following formula for pions and protons;

            d2a Y           d9dp =: N,•NT•l.•Ap•Asu' (V-1)
where
    N,; number ofthe incident photons,
    2VT; number of the target protons per unit volume,
    l. ; iength ofthe liquid hydrogen target,
    Ap ; bin width ofmornentum,
    Ash; solid angle of the spectrometer, which is a function of momentum,
    Y ; yield of pions or protons in the momentum range from p-kp/2 to p+
         Ap/2.
For cross sections with respect to the missing mass, formula (V-1) is modified using

the variable M, missing mass;

          dgdM2adM"N,•?vT•i.\zi"M•kg.' (VM2)

                               'where
    AM ; bin width ofthe rnissing mass,
    AsuM; solid angle of the spectrometer, which is a function of the missing mass,
    YM ; yield of pions or protons in the missing mass range from M-AM12 to
          M+ziM/2.
    The following sections describe the details of the method to determine N,, the
culculation of AS2, and the corrections for yield.

V-2. NumberofPhotens
    The added counts of adjacent four tagging counters, correspondigg to 40 MeV
photon energy bin, were monitored by scalers. Tke number of the tagged photons
was obtained from the scaler data after a few corrections.
    As mentioned in section III-1, a part of the tagged electrons was not accompanied
with photon of the proper energy. The factors qi were multiplied for each scaler data

to correctthe tagged photon fiux. The attenuation of the incident photons in the
hydrogen target was calculated to be 20/. using the data of total absorption cross
section ofphotons.24) After these corrections were made, the number of the tagged
photons was compared with the number of photons which was estimated from the
thick-walled ionization chamber. Both of them agreed well within an accuracy of
Å}150/,.

    Moreover, the correction due to the multi-tagging events as stated in section
IV-1 were also made. The corrections were 2.80/. and 5.80/. for positive polarity run
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and negative polarity run, respectively.

V-3. AcceptaBceoftheSpectrometer

    A trajectory of a particie in the spectrometer can be expressed iR terms of the
reaction point r, the emission angles e and ip, and the momentum p. The acceptance
of the spectrometer, which is a function of the momentum, can also be expressed by
the formula:

           A9(p) me iil>g ' S',M.:,XS$.Ma,.XS.Ce,:,'ll?1.aXj.6(r, e, gb,p)d3r(lcos ed(Pdp,

                                                               (V-3)

where

           2o = (ipmax - (Pmin) (CoS Omax ww COS emin) ,

No =9o•Ap•j. d3r•

Pmax, Pmin, ipmax, ipmin, cos ernax, and cos e.i. were the limits of the area of integration

about p, ip, and e, respectively. R was the area of integration of the reaction point.

The integrand is a function defined as,

          e(r, e, ip, p) ==1; trajectory is inside the spectrometer,

                      O; trajectory is outside the spectrometer.
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    The acceptance given by formula (V-3) was calculated by a Monte Carlo method.
The effects ofthe multiple Coulomb scattering and the momentum loss in tke materials

along the trajectories were considered in the calculation. For pions, n-pty decay
was also considered, and tke details of these effects were discussed ifi the following

sectlon.

    The procedure of the Monte Carlo calculation js given in Appendix B. The
calculated acceptance are shown in Fig. 3e-a and 30-b. The afigular acceptances
are shown in Fig. 30-c and 30-d.

V-4. SizesofCorrections

    The loss of yield due to the multiple Coulornb scattering in single raomentum
bin was 2tv30/, for both of pioms and protons, but approximately the saine amount of
yields came into the bin from other momentum bins. Finally no correction was
made for this effect.

    Existing data of elastic and inelastic cross sectioks of pion-nuclei' and proton
nuclei interactions were used for the calculation of the nuclear absorption correction.

The resulting corrections are shown in Fig. 31.
   The pion decay is given by the formula;

          fdecay=1-eXP('PLI/C2Top), (V-4)
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 target and the spectrometer. Solid
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Ng, 32.
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Calculated rate of decayed pions in the
spectrometer (closed cirÅëles). The solid

curve represents formula (V-4) evaleated
at l =300 cm.

where ge is the pion mass, l is the path length of a pion from the target to TB, and To

is the life time of a pion at rest. Since muons produced in the spectrometer were mot
distinguished from pions in the experiment, fd,,,, is not directly applicable for the

decay correction. The decayed muons are treated as pions in the trajectory re-
construction, Monte Carlo calculations were performed in order to estimate the rate
in which decayed muons passed the reconstruction criteria. The most of the decayed
muons did noe pass the reconstruction criteria, because of vather severe criteria for
the trajectories. Therefore, formula (V-4) turRed out to be applicable. Results are
shown in Fig. 32.
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V-5. Sllbtraetien ofAccidental Coincidence Yield

   Accidental coincidence evei#s beÅíween TAG aRd T was subtracted from the
yieid. The rate of accidental coincidence events to the total ones is proportional to
the intensity of the tagged photon beam.
   There were two types of accidental coincidences betweeR TAG and T:
   (a) accidental coincidence between T signal induced by a non-tagged photon
       and a tagging signal,
   (b) accideRtal coincidence between I' signal ind"ced by a tagged photon aitd
       the other tagging signal.
   In order to know the shape of the momentum spectra due to the accidental
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ceincidence events of types (a) and (b), the momentum spectrum of the off-timing
events, which were knowit from the TOF spectrum as shown in Fig. 33-a, were
analyzed. In this case the normallzation of the spectrum was determined by meas-
uring the rate of the delayed coincidence between TAG and T. Figs. 33-b, 33-c, and
33-d show these spectra for negative pions, positive pions, and protofis, respectively.

A large peak below 500 MeV/c for protons, especially for pXOO spectrum, was inter-
preted as the first resoRance excitation in the reaction 7p--,nOp induced by non-tagged

photons. Bumps below 200 MeVfc for pions might be due to an electron (positron)
background by lew energy non-tagged photons. The rates of the reconstructed
accidental events to the total ones araounted to 13.8e/, for protons, 16.10/, for positive

pions, and 17.80/. for negative pioRs.

    These accidental coincidence yields were sttbtracted from the total yields in each

momentum and missing mass bin.

 V-6. SubtractienefEmptyTargetYield
    Empty target yields were 6.50/. and 8.90/, of the full target yields for the positive

polarity rufi and the negative polarity run, respectively. Most of the empty target
yield came from two Mylar windows of tbe target container as shown in Figs. 15.
Since this kind of the empty target yield were eliminated by the selection of events by
setting the cuts ka the distribution of the reactioit points as described in section IV-7,

the ratio of the empty target yields to the full target ones was reduced to 1.00/,. The

ratio was coksistent with the value estimated from remaining gas in the empty target.
These yields were subtracted from the total yield.

V-7. EIeetronBackground
    Since electrons (positrons) were not discriminated from pions in this experiment,
it was nceded to subtract the electrok background from the total yield for pions.

   In an ordinary experiment using the bremsstrahlung photon beam, the copious
backgrouitd of low rnomentum electrons coming from the pure electro-magnetic
processes like pair production and compton scattering is a serious problem. But in
this experiment, electrons produced by noxa-tagged photons which has energy lower
than 710 MeV aRd higher than 950 MeV were detected only as the accidental co-
incideRce between TAG and T. Therefore, tliis kifid of electrons were subtracted
from the total yield as described in section V-5.

   The electrons originated in the Mylar windows of the target container were not
accepted as events by the cuts in the reaction points.

   The electrons induced by tagged photons from the hydrogen target were estimated
by integrating the Hough forraula,25) and the results showed that the ratios of electron

background to the pion yield were less than 30/. at about 100 MeV/c and less than
10/, above 150 MeVlc as shown in Fig. 34. As the ratio was negligibly small, no
correction was made for this kind of electron background.

V-8. Errors

   There were a number of sources of systematic errors for the absolute values of
the cross sections. These were as follows.

   (a) Uncertainty in the number of the tagged photons due to the accuracy in
    •g.        eMciency and the accidental coiRcidence subtraction.
   (b) Uncertainty in the number of target protons due to the accuracy in esti-
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                   Pn
Double differential cross sections oÅí negative pions at k = 730
MeV (ciosedcircles). TSesolidcurve represents the calcuiated

cross sections by Hough formula for electroR posjtron pair
production from hydrogen at a laboratory angle of 370.

    matiRg the contraction of the target container at low temperature, and the
    density of liquid hydrogen.
(c) Uncertainty in tke acceptafice of the spectrometer due to the accuracy of
    the Monte Cario calcuiation and of the measuremeiits of the positions of
    the eleraents in the spectrometer.
(d) Ugcertainty in corrections for yield due to tke accuracy in estimating empty
    target yield, contribution of electron (positron) background, identification
    of pions aRd protons, reconstruction eMciency of the events, yield losses,
    and accidental coincidence yield.

(e) Uncertainty in the detection ethciency of the charged particle hodoscopes
    due to the accuracy of the Monte Carlo calcuiation described in section
    IV-6.
'I'he evaluated values are listed in Table 5.

Table 5. Systematic errors (.Half Width in %).

rr -X++ rc +XO rr +X+ -- r, +xoo PX. pX+- PXeo
    gl}1 Number of Photons

Number of Target
?rotons
Solid Angle
Yield
Ckarged Particle
Detection Eficiency
Quadratic Sufn

                     2

                     l
                     5
 8N5 9--,5 7N5 9N5 IO.v5
 o o 6 lo.vis e
10•-7 11A.7 11-"le 15N17 llN7

 8N4 45.v4
 6 10-70
         ,e,

11•-9 46N70
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VI. RESULTS ANB BISCUSSION

VI-1. Results

    The momentum and rnissing mass spectra of reactions (II-1),..., (II-7) measured
at the angular range between 370 and 51e in the laboratory system are showfi in Figs.
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35 tv41 togetker with tlie results by Fukui et al.,8) and Rurnerical values of the double

differential cross sections of these reactions are listed in Tables 6rv9. The errors
attached to the data are statistical ones for reactions (II-1), (II-2), and (II-5). But
the errors attached to the spectra of reactions (II-3), (II-4), (II-6), and (II-7) include

also the systeraatic errors in the charged particle detection eMciencies described 'in
section V-8.
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        Figs. 37. (a) Momentum spectra and (b) missing mass spectra of rp-ebn+X"-.
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These spectra indicate the following qualitative features.

(a) In the missisg mass spectra of reaction (II-2) (Fig. 36-b), the neutron peak
    due to the reaction 7p--eFn+n is clearly seen. However, the pions from the
    reaction 7p-z"n are eliminated in the momentum spectra (Fig. 36-a).
(b) The spectra of z-X" (Figs. 35) show a clear peak of zi'" and a broad
    bump in tke lower momentum (higher missing mass) region coming from
    the decay of AO-z-p in the reaction 7p-N+zlO.
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  Table 6. Do'uble differential cross sections with respect to the pion momentum in the

       iaboratory system at 0. = 370-5iO.
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Table 6. (continued)
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se.oÅ} g.s
52.0Å} 8.4
49.0ti, 8.1

40.9Å} 7.4
26.7Å} 5.8
20.5Å} 4.9
19.7th 5.0
10.0Å} 3.4

7.l,i, 2.8

5.1Å} 2.3
3.3Å} 1.9

i7.4Å} 6.0
2e.oÅ} 6.e
2e.6Å} 5.9
60.0Å} 9.3

39.8,l,l1.4

36.7Å}11.2
32.8Å} 8.8
21.4Å} 82
i7.0,l, 7.2

l8.5Å} 73
5.1Å} 4.3

12Å} 2.7
4.9,i, 7.3

20.0Å} 7.8
17.9Å} 8.7
28.0Å} 9.5
40.8Å} 9.9

255Å}10.9
47.2Å}12.0
41.3,Ell.5
45.0Å}11.0
43.3Å}11.8
42.7Å}10.7
27.1Å} 9.7
25.3Å} 9.e
22.3Å} 7.8

5,lÅ} 55
13.3Å} 6.7
8.5Å} 5.4

122Å} 4.8

8.4Å} 7.9
2.5Å} 7.4

4,8Å} 7.9
16.IS, 7.9
27.7Å}iO.6
23.9Å}10.7
24.6Å}11.0
33.4th12.2
31.2Å}ll.1

29.9Å}11.1
25.2Å}10.2
27.7Å}10.0
24.6Å} 9.1
26.9th 7.9
21.3Å} 6.8

8.8Å} 63
12.6Å} 5.5

10.3Å} 4.5
5.1Å} 3.6
1.5Å} 2.7

21.5Å} &3
8.8Å} 7.3

l5.6 lt 7.8

24.4,E,1i.O
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Table 6. (continued)

 k
(MeV)  p(MeV/c)

 d"ald9dp
(nblsr•MeV/c)

z+X++ rr+Xo n+X+- X+Xeo

930

lliilliillii 23.9Å}5.4
35.0Å}6.4
27.5Å}5.8
40.6Å}6.6
30.9,i,6.1

31.9Å}6.1
33.7th6.2
46.3Å}7.3
53.3Å}7.8
61.1Å}8.3

47.3Å}7.4
35.0,l,6.2

2X6Å}5.8
15.5Å}4.3

16.7Å}43
O.2Å}1.7

28.3th,6.8

15.4Å}52
19.6Å}5.5
22.9Å}5.9
30.4th6,O
23.3Å}5.4
31.4Å}6.1
34.0,i,6.1

27.2Å}5.7
32.0Å}6.2
20.4Å}5.0
25.5Å}5.6
32.3Å}6.2
42.8Å}7.e
44.5Å}7.2
46.2Å}7.2
48.2Å}7.6
31.3Å}6.0
13.6Å}3.9
20.9Å}5.1

8.5Å}3.2
3.4th1.9
2.3Å}1.6

532Å} 8.9
61.1Å} 9.6
82.0Å}le.8
6o.2Å}lo.e

1OO.4,i,l1.9

55.4Å} 9.6
60.6Å} 8.9
52.8Å} 8.3
46.9Å} 7.7
56.5th 8.1

55.5Å} 7.7
45.0Å} 7.4
31.2Å} 6,2
33.2Å} 6.0
17.4Å} 4.4
26.5Å} 5.3

10SÅ} 3.3
 1.0Å} 1.0
25.4Å} 7.3
25.3Å} 6.9
37.5Å} 7.8
36.5Å} 7.8
61.5Å} 9.3
59.3th 9.5
612Å} 9.7
68.3Å}10.4
73.9Å}le.5
61.9Å} 9.9
41.4Å} 7.7
603Å} 8.7
59.7Å} 8.4

44.8Å} Z3
55.2Å} 7.7
46.6Å} 7.5
46.5Å} 7.3
32.6ti, 5.9

30.1ti, 5.6

3e.5Å} 5.6
12.5Å} 3.6
ll.OÅ} 32

 2.8Å} 1.6

44.6Å}
47.9,t
55.5th

38.6Å}
65.1Å}

38.7Å}
38.9Å}

33.9Å}
23.4de
3l.5,i,

28.0Å}

26.4Å}
17.3,l,

17.2Å}
9.7th

iO.6j,
5.2Å}

llii'

20.5Å} 6.3
15.4th 5.5
31.6Å} 7.e
32.6Å} 7.0
48.6Å} 8.3
38.3Å} 7.4

412Å} 7.6
42.eÅ} 7.9
54.8Å} 8.8
47.5,l, 8.3

23.8Å} 5.9
26.9ti, 6.1

35.8Å} 7.0
32.7Å} 6.4
3e.2th 5.9
15.8th 4.5
25.lti, 5.2

19.6Å} 4.5
l9.3,l, 4.4

19.5Å} 4.4
3.3Å} 1.9
3.7,l, l.9

o.gÅ} e.g

8.6Å} 9.3
13.3,hle.1
26.5al,11.3

21.6Å}10.2
35.3Å}l2.4
l6.8,i, 9.8

21.8Å} 9.2
18.8Å} 8.5
23.SÅ} 7.8

25.eÅ} 82
27.5dr 7.8
18.6Å} 7.5
13.9Å} 6.3
l6.0Å} 6.1
7.7Å} 4.5

15.8,h 5.3
4.7Å} 3.3

4.8th 7.4
9.9Å} 7.e
6.eÅ} s.o
3.9,i, 8.1

12.9Å} 9.8
21.eÅ} 9.8
20.0Å}10D
262th10.6
19.0,t,11.0

14.4Å}10.3
17.6Å} 7.8
33.4Å} 8.7
24.0Å} 8.6
l2.1,l, 75
25.edr 7.8
30.8,ft 7.4

21.4Å} 7.4
13.eÅ} 6.0
10.8Å} 5.7
ll.Otiic 5.7

9.2Å} 3.6
7.2Å} 3.2
l.8ti, 1.6
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Double differential cross sections of pions with respect to the missing raass in

the laboratory system at e. ==370-slO.

 k
(MeV)  M(MeV)

d2ald9dM
(nbfsr•MeV)

rr-X++ n+Xe rr+X+- X+Xoe

730

770

8iO

8SO

igiii'liiiiiliiililll liiiliilliiiiliiiili

iiii

iiii11i'iii'lliilliiiiii

ii

iii'iiii11ii'ilii iiiii'IIi•  Å}ili1,
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Table 7. (continued)

 k
(MeV)  M(MeV)

890

930

1:liiiliii

K. MARUYAMA

dgald9dM
(nbfsr•MeV)

ff- X++ rr+Xe n+X+-

iiiiiiliililli'

ig

'ziliiiiiiliiii iliiiiliiiiilli

x+Xeo

iliiii

ili

iillilliikilii
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Double differential cross sections with respect to-the proton momentum in

the laboratory system at e. =370-51e.

 k
(MeV)  p(MeV/c)

 dao!d9dp
(nblsr•MeVlc)

PXe pX'- PXoe

730

770

810

850

iiiliiil lll ili/

ii

ll'iiii

ili

iiiiig''iiliiii
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Table 8. (continued)

 k
(MeV)  P(MeY/c)

89e

930

lii:iii/1#

K. MARUYAMA

 d2a/d9dp
(nblsr•MeV!c)

pxO pX"-
111iili11iili 7iilk'iliil

PXeo

il'iliiliii3
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Double differential cross sections of protons wjth respect to the missing mass

in the iaboratory system at e.m=370-51O.

 k
(MeV)  M(MeV)

d2ald9dM
(nblsr•MeV)

PXe pX+- PXoo

73e

77e

810

850

89e

lli'iliiilii lil/li'lil/iliiitiilig

iii

1ti'i

iii

ii'isiilklil ili,illi2'

il

ill'lli  8iii li
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Table 9. (continued)

 k
(MeV)  M(MeV)

d2ald9dM
(nblsr•MeV)

PX. pX"- PXoe

930

1!illi 104.5Å}113
94.2Å}115
49.7th 8.5

 1.0Å} 1.2
 4.0th 2.8
209Å} 4.8
23.1,i, 5.0

39.1,l, 6.1

40.8Å} 6.1
58.7Å} 7.2
45.6Å} 6,5
66,2rl, Z9
76.7Å} 9.0
89.6ti,102

105.2Å}11.4

728Å}10.6
47.3Å} 7.9

 O.7Å} O.8

75.7Å}11.6
61.lÅ}10.8
40.7Å} 8.l

 O.7,i, 1.0
 3.8Å} 2.0
25.6Å} 4.8
24.6Å} 4.9
35.8Å} 5.9
39.9Å} 6.5
62.6,l, 8.8

47.3Å} 7.8
61.2Å} 9.3
70.3Å}10.3
75.1Å}11.1

82.4Å}12.0
42.9Å} 9.2
19.7Å} 6.2

-o.2th e.2

28.7th10.6
33.1Å}le.9

 8.9Å} 7.4
 e.3Å} 1.o
 e,2Å} 2.4
-4.7Å} Z3
-1.4Å} 2.9
 3.3Å} 3.9
 O.8Å} 3.9
-3.8Å} 5.2
-1.6Å} 4.6
 4.9th 6.3
 6.4Å} 7.6
14.5Å} 9.0
22.8Å}10.6
29.9Å}IO.1
27.6Å} 7.8

 O.8th 1.0

    (c) Althougk there is a peak of Ae in n"XOO spectra (Flgs. 38), there seems no
        clear peak in n"XO spectra (Figs. 36) and rc"X"m spectra (Kgs. 37). Small
        contributioit of ziO in the last two spectra can be attributed to the following

        two reasons: The first, since there is a large contribution dt}e to the n+
        from the decay rdA++--->n+x-p in the reaction 7p->n-A++, rdO peak become
        obscure; the second the decay branching ratios of Ae to x-p and to zOn is
        1: 2.
    (d) There are large discrepancies between the present results aRd Fukui et al.'s
        at arokmd the peak of A for both of the spectra of the positive afid negative

        pions. They measured mornentum spectra at e.Lab•=4eOÅ}20 by the
        photon subtraction method in 100MeV step. These discrepancies can
        not be explained by the differences of the kinematical setting in angle and
        energy width of the incident photons of the two experimeilt. In the lower
        momentum region, the results of tlae two experiments are consistent each
        other.
    (e) The shape of the spectra of pXOO (Figs. 41) are very different from that of
        pX"- (Figs. 4e). These differences seems to come frem two sources: the
        first, the cross section of the reaction 7p-->pnOnO is smaller thaR that of
        the reaction 7p-->pn"scm; the second, the triple pion photoproduction of
        7p--->pnenOzO is included in pXeO. More quantitative interpretations are
        given in the successive section.

   The measurements of the cross sections of the single plon pltotoproduction
reactions 7p->z"n and 7p-->zOp were measured at the same timÅë26) as an overall
check of our detectioR system aRd the method of the reductien of the cross sections.
The cross sections are shown in Fig. 42. The results are in good agreement with that

of the previot}s experiments.
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Figs. 42.

                                 o700 800 900 1000 7oo 800 900 1000           k{MeV) k{MeV}                                                --          Fig. 42-a Fig.42--b
 (a) Differentiai cross sections of rp.rr+n at a c,m. angle e.* =60". The present results
 (closed circles) are plotted together with the data by Eckland and Walker"g) (open circles
 and crosses). Solid lines sliow the resuits of the phenornenological analysis by MOR30)
 (Moorhouse, Overlack, and Rosenfeld). (b) Differential cross sections of rp-->xOp at a
 c.m. angle e...*==90". The present results (closed circles) are plotted together with the
 results by Barton et ai.3i} (open circ}es), Dougan et al.S2} (crosses), and Yoshioka et al.33}

 (triangles). Solid line shews the resutt of the analysis by MOR.

VI-2. FittingeftheSpectrum

(1) Shapefunctions •    The momentum spectra of pions and protons can be described as

            d2a - (2n)`. pi2 C d3p2 . d3p3 .
           d9dpi - 4km. (2ff)32Ei J (2n)32E2 (2rc)32E3

                                          64(Pf-P,)•ITfil2, (VI-l)

where
    (Ei, Pi); energy and momentum of the particle observed by the spectrometer,
    (Ej, Pj) ; j--2, 3 energy and moraentum of the particle which was not observed
             by the spectrometer,
    6(4)(Pf-Pi); conservationoffourmomentum,
    Tfi ; transitionamplitude.
    The double pion photoproduction reactions are supposed to be consists of the
dominant quasi-two body reactions 7p-eFnzi afid the three body invariant phase space
production. TheR the transition amplitude decomposed into three parts in the
present photon energy region,

           Tfi=: To+Ti+T2• (VI-2)
To represents the coRtribution from three body phase space prodgctioit. The ampli-
tude Ti related to the recoil pioRs of the quasi-two body reaction 7p-nA, and the
amplitude T2 related to pions or protons from the decay of ri. Each of these ampli-
tudes is parametrized with tke phenomenological approach according to Jacksen,27)

          To = ao,

          Ti =aieifiisin6i/VMor(MD,

          T2 :a2ei02 sin 62!VMor(M,), (VI-3)
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           6,• -- tan-i {M,r(MDI(M,2 - Mj2)} (j = 1, 2) ,

           r(M)=:r,•(p'lp,')3•(pfp,),

           p m {(M + m.)2 rm ge2}/M2,

where
    Mo, re; mass and width ofA, respectively,
    M,• ; missiRg mass of the spectrometer particle,
    p' ; three momentum of tlte unobserved particle in the rest systern of the
            missing mass particle,
    p,', p, ; subscript r denotes the quantities evaluated at the zi mass.
    Tke observed cross sections can be expaRded, using the functions gi (iwwO,,.., 3),
in the fo11owings;

            ddSadp - t9.,B,(k)g,(k,p), (vl-4)

where the shape functions go, gi, aRd g2 are defined as follows,

           go(k•p) == fEPIi'ti', '

           gi(k,p)-2ZEPillltlii•MS,i72(MSi,), (vps)

           g2(k•p) : 8EPiil'zi', •Sgdcos e, )l} g'71M62,) ,

The integration of the last eq"ation (VI-5) was carried out witl? respect to A rest
system. Tlte functions go, gi, and g2 come from the calculations of ITol2, ITil2, and
IT212 in formula (VI-1), respectively. All the three interference terms arnong To, Ti,

and T2 are lteglected for easiness of treatment. Tliere is no effect of the reaction

7p-pN because the photon energy was below the threshoid of this reaction. The
triple pion photoproduction process 7p-ÅÄrtnnN are taken into account in the shape
function g3 which correspofids to a four body phase space. The coeMcients Bo, Bi,
B2, and B3 are the parameters to be determined by the fitting of the spectra.

    The observed cross sections expressed by the raissiitg mass were also expressed in
a similar way as the equation (VI-4),

           dg2dffM =tg.,B,M(k)g,M(k, M), (vp6)
                                                      '
where giM, (i==O,..., 3) are shape functions and BiM, (i =O,..., 3) are the parameters
to be determined.

    The shape functions gi and giM, (i =O,..., 3) were calculated for pions and protons

separately, and typical examples for pions are shown in Figs. 43.
    A list of the contribuÅíing processes to each final state is given in Table 10.

(2) Fittingprocedure
    Using the shape functioRs•described in tlie preceding section, a least square fit

to the experimental spectrum was performed for each reaction. Since two shape
functions go and g2 are very similar for proton spectra, a fitting with two parameters
was made for the spectra. The fitted curves are shown in Figs. 35tv41.
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   Arbltrary
                k=930t20MeV rbitrary
                                                          k=930t20MeV

                                                         /..l

                                                      titr--sl! -
                                                      tt -z       /-n-Å~-i/"-x- rit !Xvil   ,l.ll.,,..ft'`1'[1>i' ixi':';"tl".S`..1..x. ,z..,j.'•'""/ 1, 'L---""'i`is. x,

  O ''100 200 300 400 500 600 7eo(Mevic> 100o 1100 1200 1300 l400 1500 1600 CMeV}

              Prt Mx               Fig. 43-a Fig. 43-b
Fig. 43. Shape func{ions at k=:930 MeV for (a) plon momentum spectrum and (b) missing mass
       spectrum asseciated with pion. Solid 1ine, dashed line, dash-dotted line, and llne with
       crosses correspond to recoil, decay, three-body phase space, and four-bedy phase space,
       respecÅíively.

              Table le. List of reaÅëtions contribtiting to the final states,

Final State Recoii Decay Phase Space

n- ?rr"+p

x"+x-+p

rc++rce-i-n

p+x"+rt-

p+rre+rro

rr-- +rr++

rc+-l-Ao

  t...",T"-YP

n+R-AO
  l.-g,rre-yn

   No

   No

rr+R-Ao

  l-err-"p
rr--i-A++

rce +d+
  l---i-rr+--Fn

X++tio
  l.->rr-+p
n-' +A"'
nO+A+
  I.-To+p

x+rr+N

rrÅÄrrÅÄN

rrÅÄrr+N

NÅÄrr+rr

N+rr+rr

VI-3. Results of tke Fitting

    The cross sections of the reactions 7p.n-A++, yp--,-z+AO, 7p.pnOzO, and
7p--->pN"nri were reduced with the fitting described in the preceding section.

Pion
    The differential cross sections of the reactions 7p-n-ts'+ and 7p--ÅÄx+AO at a
c.m. angle e."=750Å}10e were obtained in tl3e following was by integrating the recoil

term g1;

           -ifl8ti (7p-zk)==J•jBi(k)•ei(k, p)dp, . (vi-7)

where

           Jww 02 .
                asl*

    The obtained cross sections dald9*(7p.z-A'") are listed in Table ll and shown
in Fig. 44. The resuks are in good agreement with that of Allaby et al.5) aRd
Hauser.6) The data by ABBHHM3) also agree with the present ones except one
experimental point at k==700-80e MeV. But there are disagreements between the
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Table 11 . Center ofmass cross sections ofrp--,rr-A++H aRd rp-->n+liKO. R is defined by
  equation (VI-9) in the text.

k (MeV) dafd9*(rp-,rr"A""H) (ptblsr) daldS2ft'(rp-)x"AKO) (ptblsr) R
730Å}20
77eÅ}20
81eth20
850Å}2e
890th20
93eth20

4.88Å}O.89
4.23Å}e.78
3.30Å}e.94
3.67Å}O.62
4.56,l,O.2i

3.49Å}O.20

1.i9ti,O.S8

2,16,ltl.27

O.93Å}O.43
1.67Å}1.27

l24Å}O.52
l.40,i,O,67

O.24Å}O.13
051Å}O.31
O.28ti,O.l5

O.46Å}O.35
O.27Å}O.11
O.40Å}O.19

r)tsb"

o

5

o

get. {tp -+ rt'A")

     "

+

- "-ts

700

(pblsr)

  10

s

{lt#t. {vp -- rt'a,)

;
+

+"

Figs. 44.

Ng. 45.

     soo goo tooo e 7oo eoo goo tooo       k(MeV} k{MeV>      Fig. 44 Fig, 55
Differential cress sections of rp-,rr-A"" at ac.rn. angle e."==:750ti iOe. rhepresent results
(ciosed circles) are plotted togeSher with the data by Allaby et aL5) (opell circles), Kauser6)

(crosses), ABBKHM2) (squares), and Fukui et al.8) (upward and downward triangles).
The solid line shows the result of the analysis made by Sasaki with R == 1.2 GeV-2.

I)ifferential cross sectlons of rp--.n"liO at ac.m. angle e.*---750ti IOO. The present results

(closed clrcles) are plotted together with the data by Fukui et aLB> (upward afid downward
triangles). The solid line shows the res"lt of the analysis made by Sasaki wlth 2==l.2
Gev-a.

present results and Fukui et ai.'s8) by the factor of about two. This disagreement is

not due to the method of the extractioR of 7p-ÅÄnmA- from the obtained spectra of
negative pions, beca"se the same size of difference was aiready seen in the A++ peak

region iR the momenttim spectra in Fig. 36-a. Although the present data show a
rather fiat depefidence to the photon energy, Fukui et al.'s slaow a quite different
dependence comparing with the present res"ks.
    Sasakii8) used the GIOPE model with the s-chaRnel resonances Pii(1460),
Di3(1525), Sii(1550), Fis(1688), and Dis(1670) in the analysis ofthe reaction 7p.nA.

The absorption correction aÅí the xNA vertex with the following form was assumed;

          F(t)=exp {)L(t-iL2)}, (VI-8)
            t; momentumtransfersqt}ared

where 2 was taken e.8 GeV-2. }{{owever, the value of 1.2 GeV-2 for 7, gave a better
fit to the present results, we used 1.2 GeV-2 ifistead of e.8 GeVrm2 in our analysis.

    Generally a large amount of the contribution of tbe positive pions from the decay
of ri+""-n+p in the reaction 7p-e,n-A"+ makes it dieacult to extract the events of
7p-x"AO as stated in section VI-1. But for the positive pion spectra associated with
no charged particles, rather small contribution froiR the reaction 7p.zOA" exist as
seen in Figs. 38. So the cross sections of the reaction 7p-n"AO (Fig. 45) were de-
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termined from the fittings of the yp-rr"XOO spectra. Obtained values are listed in
Table 11. Although about the same size of the cross sections for 7p-,n"tsO were
obtained from the fittings of the spectra 7p-eFrr+XO and 7p-N"X"-, those values
were very sensitive to the fitting conditions. Therefore the cross sections obtained
from n+XOO specSra are rnore reiiable than Åíhe ones from x+XO spectra and ft+X+-
spectra.

    The cross sections thus obtained are consistent with the ones by Fukui et al.
above k--800 MeV, but at k== 744 MeV their cross sectioR contradict to our fiat
behavior in the photon energy. Sasaki's analysis reproduces the pfesent data very
well as shown in Fig. 45. The ratie

          R= dfffdS2*(7p-zyo)                                , (VI-9)              dffld9*(7p-->n-AW)

is very interesting to investigate the reaction mechanism of 7p-rrA. R is calculated
for the following cases}

               1!3 if only I, == 112 resonance exists in s-channel,

          R== 4/3 if only I,=:3!2 resonance exists ln s-channel,

               tv 113 for GIOPE model,

where I, denotes s-chanRel isospin. The ratio obtained frorn the present expefiment
at about 400 in the laboratory angle are also listed in Table 11 aftd shown in I}?ig. 46

togetker with the ratios by Fukui et al. The ratios by ABBHHM for the total cross
section are also shown in this figure for comparison. Very small values of ABBHHM,
which is less than 113, could not be expected trom any model. Fukui et al.'s may
indicate that there is some change of the reaction mechanism between above and
below Ic :800 MeV. The present results show a fiat beliav!or in the photoii energy
and give a mean value of R :e.30Å}O.06. This value and the behavior favor to the
GIOPE model andlor I,== lf2 resonances contribution to the reaction 7p---"A-k""
and 7p-.Frr"Ae. The present data are well reprodttced by Sasaki's analysis.

Fig. 46.
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Ratios of the differential cross sections of rp---,n+Aa to that of
rp- r, -A++ . The present results (closed circles) are shown together

with Åíhe data by Fukui et al.8} (upward and downward triangles),
The ratios of the two reactions with respect to the total cross
sections measured by ABBHHM3) are a}so shown (squares).
Twe solid lines correspond to the calculated ratios for s-channei
isospin lf2 and 3f2, and the dashed line is the result of the
analysis by Sasaki with Z==1.2 GeV-S.
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Proton
    By detecting protons iR the spectrometer, two i'eactions, 7p->pnOnO and 7p
.pz"n- were studied. In the analysis of these reactions, the following integrated
cross sections was defined in the laboratory system,

           ddgcr (7p-p(nz)) =jddst2dffp •dp• (vi-io)

The results are listed in Table 12 and shown in Fig. 47.

   The fiat behavior of the cross sections of 7p-,-p(n"n-) as a function of the incF

dent photon energy is expected from the fiat behavior of the dominant reactions
7pNz-A++ and 7p-->z+ziO.
   The behavior of the cross sections of 7p---ÅÄp(nenO) sliows a broad peak at around

the second resonance and diminislted to almost e at k=930 MeV. This behavior
may indicate that the s-channel resonances in the second resonaRce region contribute

to this reaction. As seen in Table le, arnong three quasi-two body reactions of
7p-->zA, oRly the reaction 7p-->zOA+, which has a little cogtribution from the Bern
amplitudes, can lead to the final state of pnOnO. The following reaction rnechanism
may explain the behavior of the cross sections of 7p--ÅÄp(zOzO);

          7P -'" Is == 1/2 Resonances -->xOA+ ->zonop.

   A ratio R' defined as follows;

Table l2. Laboratory cross sections of rp-p(rcrc), rp--,p(x+x-), and
R" is defined by equation (VI-1l) in the text.

rp---,p(rrorre).

dald9 (ptblsr)
k (MeV)

rp-p(zT) rp--p(x+rr-) rp-.p(rroxe)
Rn

730Å}20
770Å}20
810,bl2e

850Å}20
890Å}20
930Å}20

14.26Å}O.55
l4.39ti O.57

12.68Å}O.54
12.06Å}O.56
12.62Å}O.59
ll.18ti,O.58

10.66thO.56
10.56Å}O.55
9.68Å}O.55
9.29Å}O.56

IO.80Å}O.62
IO.77Å}e.62

3.03Å}O.45
3.07Å}O.45
2.66thOA3
2.08Å}e.43
1.45Å}O.43
O.02Å}O.30

O.28Å}O.04
O.29Å}O.05
o.27Å}o.es
o.22tho.es
o.13Å}o.e4
O.OOÅ}O.03

sbp

o2

10

o

cte
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                "• pcrt'rf}
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                dff                    (7p.nOA"-->p(nOne))
                dsu                                      , (VI-11)           R'=
                dff                    (7P.nzi.p(z"n-))
                d2

is usefu1 for the selection of models as well as R. Namely,

               O.25 if only I, == lf2 resonance exists in s-channel,

          R' = 1 if only I, =3/2 resonance exists in s-channel,

                eve for GIOPE model.

Since the extraction of 7p-->zzi from the present measurement is diMcult, the fol-
lowing R" is defined in order to analyze the present results;

                da                dg (7P-p(NOxO))
          R"= gga (7p-p(...-))' (VI-l2)

The obtained ratios are listed in Table 12 and shewn iR Fig. 48.

    The difference between R' and R" lies in the contribution of the phase space
production which is included in R". Each of the cross section of 7p-p(nOnO) and
7p--eFp(n+n-) can be assumed to be the sum of the cross section due to phase space
production and the quasi-two body reaction of 7p--FxA. For the phase space pro-
duction, the ratio of cross section of 7p--"pnOflO to that of 7p-pn"z- is calculated
to be 213 from the statistical model by Shapiro.28) By usiRg the above assumptioRs
and a parameter ct, which is a ratio of cross sectioR contributed from the phase space

production to that from the quasi-two body reaction 7p.xA for 7p.pz'rd, a rela-
tion between R' and R" is obtained from equations (VI-11) and (VI-12);

                        2          R, = (1 + ct)R" - -Iii-' ct•

As the values of R" are less than e.3 in this experiment, R" gives the upper limit of
R' indepeltdently of the value of ct.

    Then our data of R" (Fig. 48) indicate that the quasi-two body reaction 7p.nA
is dorr}inated by the GIOPE andler I,==1/2 resonances contribution in the secoAd
resonance region and the reaction is dominated by the GIOPE at around k =900
MeV.
    The 7p--eFpnOnO reaction has been measured by two groups. Kitagaki et al.ii)
measured the reaction by detecting a proton and a photon from the decay of the
neutral pions at a fixed laboratory aitgle. They obtaiRed total cross sections of the
reaction from their data by assuming the shape of the incident photon energy de-
pendence and the phase space prodttctioR. Their cross section is very small below
650MeV. The cross sections, however, iitcrease steeply with the photon energy
and have a value of about 20 ub at 900 MeV and about 40 ptb at 100e MeV. Tkese
large cross sections above 900 MeV are not compatible with the presefit results.
Beneventafio et al.iO) also measured the cross sections for photon energies between
600 MeV and 9eO MeV for five proton momenta and at a laboratory angle O,=320.
Their data do not contradict to the present results.

   Deviations of the experimental data from the fitted curves in the spectra of
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7p-->pXO (Figs.39) and 7p->pX"- (Figs.40) for Jc==730MeV, k==77eMeV, and
Jc :810 MeV are seen in the preseRt afialysis. The origin of the deviations has not
been found.

VI-4. Contribution of the s-ckannel Resonanee to rp-->xA

   The contribution of the s-channel resonances to the reactioR 7p.nA is discussed
in this section.

   In this discussion the amplitudes of the reaction 7p-nA were assumed to consist
of a coherent sum of the GIOPE amplitude and the s-channel resonances amplitt}des.
GIOPE model introduced by Stichel and Scholtzi3) consists of four graphs as shown
in Fig. 49. Using the four amplitudes Hi, I{Iii, Hiii, and HiV corresponding to
eacli graph of the GIOPE model for a full isospin, the followii3g arnplitudes are
written down for the three reactions;

1

P

ifg•/"  -tr + >x<+ Å~

  A
       HI HSI HM
   Fig.49. YourGIOPEgraphs.

)iiil.

+

Hlv

          H'" =- H(7p --> n- zi "") : - Hi + Hi! - Hiii + 2HiV,

          x" =-H(7p--> zozi') == - ,)vllltll (Hii+H'v), (vi-i3)

          Ho iiiH(7p-n"Ao) : ,vlIl/III (Hi+Hii+Hiii).

The resonance amplitudes can be decomposed into s-channel lsospin ampiitudes as
follows '
      ,
          A"" =- A(7p-nhA"") == V[l/il Ai/2 + VtSA3/2,

          A+ ii!A(7p-nOA"F) == - ,V13!1 Aif2 -l- ,v!tis/ A3/2, (VI-l4)

          Ao ,.=A(7p.z+Ao) = V'{/I;Ai12- V'F/A3/2.

Ai12 and A3i2 correspond to s-channel isospin 112 and 312 amplitudes, respectively.

   The amplitude Hii correspondkag to s-channel nucleon-exchange vanishes in
the Coulomb gauge in the c.m. system, aRd tlte amplitude HiV corresponding to the
A-exchange in the u-channel is very small, so that these two amplitudes can be ignored.

According to the results of the partial wave analysis of single pion photoproduction,
and the phase shift analyses of nN elastic scattering aAd rcN.znN, the resonances
having the isospin of 112 such as Pii(1490), Di3(1520), Dis(167e), and Fis(1788)
have large photon couplifig alld large nA brancking ratios. Takiag into account of
these facts and the discussion about R and R" in section VI-3, A312 amplitude was
neglected.

   Then the amplitudes of the three reactions can be expressed as follows;
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           T"" gma T(7p-rd A"") =: - <Hi + Hii') + ,V II/II Aii2,

           T" g-g: T(7p-,zoA")=: -•vtll/Il Ai/2, (vl-ls)

           To !g! T(7p--e-n+xi o) = V:31Ii (Hi +Hm) + V'Ii/lil Aii2.

Finally the cross sections of the three reactions are writtell down by using two pa-
rameters r and ip as follows;

           ddgff. (7p--> z-A"")=(1 -Vir cos ip + E2i2L) (Hi +Hm)2, (vl-16ma)

           ddsuff. (7p-xoA+) ww -g- r2(Ki+Hiii)2, (vl-16-b)

           ddgcr. (7p --> n" zi e) = {l- (1 + V7 r cos di + {l2L)(Hi + Hm)2, (v l-16-c)

with

          r=IAil21f(Hi+Hiii), (VI-17)
          ip ww arg Aii2*),

where r represents the ratio of the absolute value of the I, ww 1!2 resonance amplitude

to that of the Born amplitude. The parameters r and ip were evaluated using the
present data and the calculated Born amplitedes. The results are shown in Fig. 50.
A fairly large value of rNl was obtah3ed in the second resonance region. This
iltdicates that neither the pure GIOPE model nor the pure isobar model is a correct
way to describe the reaction 7p--"nA.

        I80'
           9                        4
        i62oOI -Å}+--. Å}m- cpb':: ktcrp--+,T'A'; .

         0' 7oo soo goo looo 5

           rh         3
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+--flr--s..

Figs. 50.
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        k{MeV}
Calculated values for (a) r and (b) ip.

Dashed curves are obtained from the
results of the analysis rnade by Sasaki.

   o

Fjg. 51.

700 800 goo                    fooo
         k(MeV)
Differential cross sections of rp-.
rcOA+ at a c.m. angle e.*rr=75e l
leO. The solid Åëurve represents the

results of the analysis by Sasaki
with R = 1.2 GeV-a.

*) The Born term has a pure reai phase.
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    Since the reaction 7p-->nOA" has a negligibly small contribution from the electric
BorR term of Hii and HiV, this reactioft is sensitive to determine the resonance
contribution. Because it is diMcult to detect two neutral particle in the final state
and the cross section is supposed to be rather small, no data are available up to now.
The cross section at O.e" =750Å}100 is evaluated from equation (VI-16-b) using the
obtained value r. The values of (Hi+Hiii)2 was evaluated with the absorption
correction of formula (VI-8). The calculated cross sections are shown in Fig. 51
and are in agreement with the analysis by Sasaki.

VI-5. Conclusion

   The following conciusions are obtained from the present experiment of double
pion photoproduction from protons and the analysis on the quasi-two body reaction
7p-->nA in the photon energy raage from 710 MeV to 950 MeV.
(1) The spectra of reactions (II-1),..., (II-7) can be explained well by the combina-
    tion of the quasi-two body reaction aftd the phase space production.

(2) The quasi-two body reaction 7p-•nA is dominant in the double pion photo-
    production process.
(3) The obtained ratio R==O.30Å}O.06 at e.*==750Å}100 indicates the existence of
    the s-chaRnel isospin 1/2 resonance contribution andfor GIOPE contribution
    to 7p.rm-ri'F+ aBd 7p--eFn+tiO.

(4) The observed ratio of the resonance amplitude to tke GIOPE amplitude is
    equal to abouÅí 1 in the reaction 7p-->zri around the second resonance region,

(5) The cross sections of 7pez-A++ and 7p-ÅÄn"AO are reproduced by the sum of
    the amplitudes of the GIOPE rnodel and the I, == 1/2 resonances.

(6) From the bekavior of the photon energy dependence of the laboratory cross
    sections of 7p->paOnO, the amplitude of the reaction is expected to be dominated
    by the s-chagnel resonances contribution in the second resonance region.
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                     AppendixA. Wiresparkchamber

 (1) Construction
    Although the seven planes of wire spark charnbers used in this experiment had
different dimensiogs as listed in Table 3, they had the same basic structure. Chamber

frames made of epoxy glass (G-10) were 8 mm in thickness. The chamber was oper-
ated with low voltage because ofa small gap. After the frames were polished smooth,

 127 ptm thick Mylar strips were attached to the edges of the acÅíive area in order to

prevent edge breakdown. Wires made of stainless steel of IOO pam in diameter were
laid down on the frame at an equal spacing of 1mm tmder a constant tension of
300 g by a wire winding machine. Both ends of the wires were glued to the frame
with Cemedine-1500, aRd one end was soldered to the copper tape bus. Then two
planes of wired frame were covered with Mylar sheets of 127 ptm thick for gas-seal.
Each chamber had two planes of wires, the wires of oRe plane were set up at horizontal
direction, and wires of the other plane were set up in the vertical direction or Å}100
from the vertical direction.

    High voltage pulses for the chambers were generated in two steps. At first,
a Kritron High Voltage pulser triggered by the master pulse generated the pulses of
about 3 kV high, the pulse triggered a ThyratroR High Voltage pulser. Then the
high voltage pulse of 5.5 kV in amplitude and 60 nsec in rise time was fed to each
chafnber through a capacitor of 40ee pF. A clearing field of leO V was supplied to
each chamber having an opposite polarity to the high voltage pulse.

    Gas mixture of 330/, Neon and 670/. Helium was supplied to each chamber with
fiow rate of 30 cc/min and 70 cc!min for WSC 1N4 and WSC5 rv7, respectively.

(2) Readoutsystem
    The magnetostrictive readout technique was used to readoutthe positions of the
sparks in a chamber. Magnetostrictive lines, in which electrical currents of the
sparked wires and the fiducial wires were transformed to elastic stress waves, were
mounted on the frames of the chambers. The stress wave traversed from the position
of the sparked wire and the fiducial wire to the eRd of the chamber with a propagation
velocity of about 5.4Å~ 105 cm/sec. The pick-up coil with a cylindrical bias magnet
placed at the eitd of chambers transformed the stress wave in the magRetostrictive
line into afl electrical signal. The sigfials were amplified and were fed to the spark
position digitizing circuits via 5e9 coaxial cable. The circuits digitized the time
interval between the fi'ont fiducial signal and the succeeding spark sigRals in the
following way. At first, the timing of the peaks of the signals were detected by a
zere-crossing discriminator. This timing signal of the froBt fiducial signal opened the

gate of a Ciock Generator and generated the 20 MHz clock pulses which were fed
into four scalers. Tlae scaler continued to count the number of the clock pulses
until the second timing pulse closed the gate of the first scaler. Thus the first scaler

measured the time inServal between tlie front fiducial signal and the first spark signal.

Each succeeding timing sigRal turned off tbe scaler in the above manner. It was
possible to digitize up to four spark positions by this digitizing equipment.

   The contents of these scalers were read into a corRputer through CAMAC CCA
and the branch driver by using a WSC Controller Module.
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(3) Performance
    Siitce the clock count of back fiducial wire corresponds to the time difference
between the front fiducial wire and the back fiducial wire, this clock count was always

used to calibrate the propagation velocity in tlie magnetostrictive line. The events

which were associated with no back fiducial count or the edge sparking were excluded
in the recoRstruction procedure of spark positions. The average eMciency for proper
spark events was 940/,. The angular dependeflce ofthe spark eMciency was measured
at injection angle from IOe to 40e, aRd was found to be ceRstant.

   The spatial resolution of the chamber was estimated with the distribution of
deviations of the spark positions from the futed straight line for three or four chambers.

The resolutions were estirRated to be +e.4 mm and +e.5 mm in the horizontal and
in the vertical, respectively. The standard deviation of the fitting of the trajectory
was given by the following formula,

          a== 'Vt>IE (x,'-xi)21(n-2),

               i= 1
where n is the number of the tracks used for the fitting, and xi' and xi are the position

of the spark aRd tke calculated position from the fitted trajectory, respectively. Tlie

distribution of 6 in the case of four chambers was given in Fig. A-1.

100

50

No. of Event$

           O.O 1,O 2,O (mm)
                     a
Fig. A-1. Distribution of the standard deviations of the linear
        fitting of four spark positions in the downstream
        of the magrietic spectrometer.

                Appendix B. Calculation ofthe acceptance

   The Monte Carlo calculation has been performed to evaluate the acceptance
which is defined by equation (V-3) in Section (V-3). The program of the Monte
Carlo calculation consisted of the following three steps.

(1) Trajectory traeing
   The t}pstream trajectory in the spectrometer can be determined by r, e, and ip.
SiBce we know the effective length of the magnetic field and the field strength, the
trajectory iR the magnetic field and tlte downstream trajectory are also determined
from the momentum and the upstream trajectory. Particles are, however, defiected
by the multiple Coulomb scattering, and lost their momentum by the ionization
effect in the various materials, aRd a part of the particles are lost due to the decay and

absorptlon by the materials in the spectrometer.
   Taking account of the following conditions and effects, the particle trajectory
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 was traced step by step.

    (a) Ikitial variables p, cose, and ip were so genei'ated their distribution are
        uniform iR their areas of integration. Tke distribution of the reaction
        points were assumed to be uniform in the beam direction and gaussian in
        the plane at right angle to the beam direction.
    (b) If the trajectory passed through the triggerliig counters, the names of the
        counters were stored in the memories.
    (c) If the trajectory did not pass through the magnet entrance aRd exit, the
        tracing was stopped.
    (d) If the trajectory hit the side wall of the magnet, the tracing was also stopped.

    (e) Tke coordinates having a gaussian distribution around the incident position
        of the trajectory at the chamber were stored as the spark positions.
    (f) The fnomentum loss was calculated for each material by the formula given
        by Livingston and Bethe, and was subtracted frorn that of the incoming
          .        trajectory.
    (g) The multipie Coulomb scattering was also considered. Tlte distribution of
        the scattering angles was assumed to be gaussian.
    (h) The n-ay decay were also taken into account in the calculatiofi for the pion
        trajectory. The decayed muons were traced following the criteria.
    By tke above trajectory tracing, three names of triggering counters, seven co-
ordinates of tracks in the wire spark chambers, and the initial and final p, e, and ip

were recorded as the simulated data for each event. They were damped on to the
magnetic tape for the second step analysis.

(2) Reconstruction
    In erder to recoRstruct the trajectory from the simulated data, we used the same
program described in section IV-2. The momentum of the reconstructed events was
calculated as in section IV-3. The events selectiolt was also made following the
procedure described in section IV-7.

(3) Result
    The acceptance of the spectrometer was evaluated by using the number of the
accepted trajectories N determined for each momentum bin and tlae itumber of the
gefierated trajectories N.. The solid afigle of the spectrometer for a momentum
interval from p-Ap!2 to p+Ap!2 can be expressed as follows;

                     N(p)          A9(P)=:ste N.(p) '

where 9. denotes the solid angle for the generated trajectories.

    These calculations were performed for pioRs and protons separately. The
results are shown in Figs. 31-a and b.
   The angular resolution of the specirometer was also evaluated by this program
and are shown in Figs. 31-c and d. The distribution of the deviations between the
initial emission angles and the reconstructed ones gave the angular resolutioit of the
upstream three wire spark chamber system. In the same way, the angular resolution
of the downstream four chamber system was determined.
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